Elevated blood pressure (BP) is a major risk factor for cardiovascular (CV) events and mortality ([@B1]) and a leading contributor to the global disease burden ([@B2]). Overwhelming evidence is now available showing that BP measured in the office shows a linear relationship with a number of CV and renal outcomes as well as with overall mortality and that lowering of office BP (OBP) with treatment is effective in reducing morbidity and mortality ([@B3],[@B4]). However, application over the last 40 years of techniques for out-of-office BP monitoring including home BP monitoring (HBPM) and 24-h ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM) has led to further important findings. In particular, *1*) average BP measured in everyday life conditions may be an even better predictor of CV outcomes than isolated OBP readings and *2*) the extent of fluctuations of BP over time may provide additional, independent prognostic information compared with both isolated office readings and average ambulatory BP (ABP) levels, respectively. These findings are of upmost relevance in the case of diabetic patients who are characterized by a significantly higher risk of CV events compared with nondiabetic individuals, with diabetes itself currently considered a CV disease equivalent ([@B5],[@B6]). The aim of the present article is to review the available evidence on the prognostic importance of BP mean levels and of BP variability (BPV) estimates and to critically evaluate whether antihypertensive treatment strategies should be targeted at reducing not only average BP levels but also the degree of BPV in order to optimize CV protection in diabetic patients.

Prognostic value of OBP values {#s2}
==============================

Consistent evidence from observational studies has indicated that the risk of CV morbidity and mortality has a strong and continuous relationship with OBP levels ([@B3]), without any evidence of a threshold down to at least 115/75 mmHg ([@B4]). Furthermore, large meta-analyses of major interventional trials in hypertensive subjects have shown that lowering OBP levels confers significant CV protection regardless of the drug class used with a direct relationship between the degree of OBP lowering and the magnitude of risk reduction for most of the outcomes considered ([@B7]).

Patients with diabetes and elevation in clinic BP levels are at higher CV risk compared with nondiabetic individuals ([@B8]--[@B10]). Evidence on this has been provided from several studies, showing a continuous direct and synergic relationship of elevated BP levels and type 2 diabetes with risk of target-organ damage and CV events without any evidence of BP threshold level ([@B8]--[@B11]). In line with these findings, evidence has also been provided that in hypertensive patients with coexisting type 2 diabetes, tighter control of clinic BP is particularly important in order to improve CV protection ([@B12]--[@B23]). Notwithstanding the current recommendation that OBP measurement remains the cornerstone of hypertension diagnosis and management, there is now a general consensus that isolated OBP readings alone are no longer sufficient. This is because of several well-acknowledged limitations that characterize OBP measurements, including their inability to track the dynamic behavior of BP, the inherent inaccuracy of the technique, the operator dependence of the auscultatory technique (observer bias, digit preference), variable interference by the "white coat effect," and the inability of this approach to collect information on BP during subjects' usual activities and over a long period of time.

Are out-of-office mean BP levels superior to OBP in predicting CV outcomes? {#s3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The introduction of out-of-office BP measurement techniques (i.e., HBPM and 24-h ABPM) over the past four decades has significantly improved the management of hypertension, overcoming some limitations of OBP. Noninvasive ABPM techniques, based on automated oscillometric arm cuff BP readings, are nowadays widely available and provide BP measurements throughout the 24 h, not only during daytime, but also at night, when BP levels are known to bear the strongest prognostic value ([@B24]--[@B28]). Although, compared with ABPM, self-measurements of BP by patients at home cannot provide the extensive information on daily life BP values yielded by 24-h ambulatory recordings, they do give accurate and frequent out-of-office BP measurements over a single day, several days, weeks, or months in a usual life setting, representing an ideal tool not only for a population-wide diagnostic approach to hypertension but also for BP monitoring over long-term follow-up ([@B29]). Both HBPM and ABPM are thus able to provide BP measurements in the patient's natural environment---on one hand, detecting BP changes in real-life conditions, and on the other hand preventing the alarm reaction associated with OBP measurement, responsible for the white coat effect ([@B30]). Because of these features, disagreement between OBP and out-of-office BP measurements (either with ABPM or HBPM) is frequently reported, leading to the identification of two conditions where BP status is differently classified by these methods: white-coat hypertension, also termed isolated office hypertension (elevated OBP and normal ABP or HBP), and masked hypertension (normal OBP and elevated ambulatory or home BP levels) ([@B31],[@B32]). Identification of these two conditions, the latter in particular, is of relevance since several studies have demonstrated a worse CV prognosis among subjects with masked hypertension compared with those with isolated office hypertension ([@B31],[@B32]). In support of the prognostic value of out-of-office mean BP levels, several observational studies either in diabetic or nondiabetic populations have provided consistent evidence on the superiority of ambulatory and home BP levels over conventional OBP in predicting CV events (see below), leading major international hypertension management guidelines to recommend the use of ABPM and HBPM in clinical practice as a complement to conventional OBP measurements ([@B1],[@B29],[@B33],[@B34]).

Superior prognostic value of ABP over OBP. {#s4}
------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, a major advantage of ABPM over OBP is its ability to provide more accurate measurements of BP and to better track BP changes induced by antihypertensive treatment as well as the actual coverage of a given treatment over the 24-h period. It is thus not surprising that both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have shown a superior prognostic value for 24-h, daytime, and nighttime average ABP values compared with OBP. In these studies, compared with OBP measures ABP values were more closely associated with hypertensive subclinical organ damage and with its changes after antihypertensive treatment ([@B35]--[@B39]), and more importantly, it was also more effective in predicting the development of CV events ([@B24],[@B25],[@B40]--[@B42]) as well as CV and non-CV mortality ([@B24]--[@B26],[@B41]--[@B45]) both in a general population ([@B25]--[@B28],[@B43],[@B45]) and in hypertensive patients alone ([@B24],[@B28],[@B40],[@B42],[@B44]). Of relevance, compared with awake or 24-h BP means, nocturnal BP levels have been shown to be superior in predicting CV morbidity and mortality ([@B24]--[@B26],[@B28],[@B46],[@B47]), the development of CV events ([@B24],[@B25],[@B40]--[@B42]), and overall mortality ([@B24]--[@B26],[@B41],[@B44],[@B45]). This is not surprising given that a patient's nocturnal BP level, without the pressor effects of physical activity, emotional stress, and other environmental factors that usually occur during the day, may be more reproducible and representative of a patient's actual BP levels and organ damage status. Also, in the case of diabetic subjects out-of-office BP values obtained through ABPM may be a powerful tool for a better stratification of CV risk related to elevated BP. In support of this, several studies have shown ABP values to be better correlated with target-organ damage ([@B48],[@B49]) and to be better predictors of CV events ([@B50]) than OBP in diabetic patients.

While all the above evidence highlights the superiority of ABPM in stratifying BP-related risk of hypertensive patients, in particular of those with diabetes, the evidence on the prognostic relevance of treatment-induced reductions in ABP compared with that of OBP reductions is limited. Nevertheless, it appears that compared with OBP, ABP reductions are more closely related to regression of subclinical cardiac organ damage ([@B36]) and to reductions in the risk of fatal and nonfatal CV events and in general mortality ([@B51]) in particular when nighttime BP levels are considered ([@B52]).

Superior prognostic value of home BP over OBP. {#s5}
----------------------------------------------

In general, the prognostic value of HBPM has also been found to be superior to that of OBP measurements in hypertensive patients with or without diabetes ([@B25],[@B27],[@B36],[@B41],[@B53]--[@B59]). When averaged over a few days, home BP measurements have been shown to significantly predict the development of major CV events (myocardial infarction, stroke, and CV death), all-cause mortality, progression of chronic kidney disease ([@B60]), and functional decline in the elderly, with HBPM being a better predictor of CV mortality (fatal CV events) than OBP in most ([@B25],[@B53]--[@B55],[@B59]--[@B62]) although not in all ([@B63]) studies. As a general remark, however, there is less evidence supporting the prognostic value of HBPM than for ABPM, notably due to the smaller number of HBPM-related outcome studies available so far ([@B29]).

BPV: a complex phenomenon {#s6}
=========================

Although the adverse CV consequences of hypertension are largely considered dependent on average BP values, evidence provided by observational studies and clinical trials has also indicated a possible role of increased BPV in this regard. BP is characterized by marked short-term fluctuations within the 24 h (including those occurring in an apparently random fashion over seconds or minutes and those following the circadian rhythm of activity). Significant BP variations have also been shown to occur over more prolonged periods of time (i.e., between days, weeks, months, and seasons and even years). BPV is the result of complex interactions between extrinsic environmental and behavioral factors with intrinsic CV regulatory mechanisms (humoral and neural central or reflex influences) not yet completely understood. Measures of BPV can be obtained through different methods, i.e., continuous beat-to-beat BP recordings, repeated conventional OBP measures, 24-h ABPM, or HBPM over longer time windows. Depending on the method and time interval considered for its assessment, the clinical significance and prognostic implications of a given measure of BPV may indeed substantially differ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Different types of BPV, their determinants, and prognostic relevance for CV and renal outcomes. AHT, antihypertensive treatment; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; ESRD, end-stage renal disease; MA, microalbuminuria; MI, myocardial infarction; SOD, subclinical organ damage. \*Assessed in laboratory conditions. †Cardiac, vascular, and renal SOD. ‡BPV on a beat-by-beat basis has not been routinely measured in population studies. Reprinted with permission from Parati, Ochoa, and Bilo ([@B64]).](S312fig1){#F1}

Short-term BPV: measurement, mechanisms, and prognostic relevance {#s7}
=================================================================

Assessment of short-term BPV. {#s8}
-----------------------------

The dynamic behavior of BP values over the 24-h period was first shown through use of intra-arterial BP monitoring in ambulant subjects ([@B65]--[@B67]). Although an accurate assessment of short-term BPV within the 24 h requires continuous BP monitoring, its evaluation is also possible (although less precisely) through use of intermittent, noninvasive 24-h ABPM. From these recordings, it is possible to calculate the SD of average systolic (SBP), diastolic (DBP), and mean BP values over the 24 h, with the daytime and the nighttime periods separately considered ([@B68]). Given the opposite clinical significance of short-term BPV within daytime or nighttime on one side, and of slower changes between day and night on the other side, several new methods for the separate assessment of slower circadian BP fluctuations and of the residual faster BP changes occurring during daytime or nighttime have been proposed. These methods, which allow exclusion of the contribution of circadian BP changes from the estimate of overall 24-h BPV, include assessment of *1*) "weighted" SD of the 24-h mean value (i.e., the average of daytime and nighttime BP SD, each weighted for the duration of the day and night periods, respectively) ([@B69]), *2*) so-called "average real variability" (average of absolute differences between consecutive readings) ([@B70]), or *3*) residual spectral components of BPV (obtained by removing main slower cyclic components through Fourier analysis) ([@B71]). These parameters, which focus on short-term BP changes and are not affected by the dipping phenomenon, have been shown to be better predictors of organ damage and CV risk than the conventional 24-h SD ([@B69],[@B70],[@B72]).

Mechanisms of short-term BPV. {#s9}
-----------------------------

The results of several studies trying to disentangle the precise contribution of humoral, neural, and environmental factors to BPV have indicated that these factors are often inextricably intertwined. BP variations in the very short term (i.e., beat to beat) and in the short term (i.e., within 24 h) mainly reflect the influences of central neural factors either in response to behavioral challenges or as a result of rhythmic influences originating in the central nervous system, as well as the influences of reflex autonomic modulation (i.e., an increased central sympathetic drive and reduced sensitivity of arterial and cardiopulmonary reflexes may both lead to an increased BPV) ([@B73]--[@B76]). In this context, also changes in elastic properties of large arteries (i.e., an increased arterial stiffness) ([@B77]) and the effects of humoral (insulin, angiotensin II, bradykinin, endothelin-1, and nitric oxide) and rheological (i.e., blood viscosity) factors ([@B78]) may play a role. In addition, BP fluctuations also occur in response to the mechanical forces generated by ventilation.

In diabetic patients with hypertension, overall BPV (assessed through SD of average 24-h, daytime, or nighttime BP values) has been found to be frequently increased compared with that in hypertensive subjects without diabetes ([@B79]). Although fasting blood glucose levels have been found to be a major determinant for this increase in BPV, other factors such as diabetic autonomic dysfunction (which may induce significant impairment in baroreflex sensitivity) and increased arterial stiffness might also play an important role ([@B79]--[@B81]). Interestingly, some studies in the diabetic population have shown plasma norepinephrine levels to be directly correlated to nighttime systolic BPV, suggesting a potential role of sympathetic activation for the increase in nighttime BPV observed in the diabetic population ([@B82]). Several studies using 24-h ABPM have also indicated an increased prevalence of alterations in day-to-night BP changes in diabetic patients. In particular, an impaired nocturnal BP fall (i.e., nondipping) or even increase in nighttime BP (i.e., rising pattern) has been shown to be common in this population, with a prevalence that may be as high as 30 and 31%, respectively ([@B83]). Proposed mechanisms for these abnormalities in circadian BP rhythms include alterations in autonomic CV modulation (which are frequently associated with diabetes) ([@B84],[@B85]) but also other conditions such as obstructive sleep apnea, commonly observed in obese diabetic subjects ([@B86]).

Prognostic significance of short-term BPV. {#s10}
------------------------------------------

The degree of BPV is in general roughly proportional to mean BP values, and this dependence of BPV on average BP has led to methods for assessing BPV in normalized units aimed at accounting for average BP level. This can be done by computing BP coefficient of variation, while in the research setting this issue is overcome by adjusting in multivariate models the impact of BPV on clinical outcome for the concomitant influence of mean BP levels. Early studies using 24-h intra-arterial ABPM for the first time showed that BPV (quantified as the SD of the 24-h, day, and night mean values) increases from normotensive to hypertensive subjects, the increase in BP SD being proportional to the increase in mean BP, with no change in the coefficient of variation ([@B65]). Interestingly, an increase in BPV was also shown within individuals, as mean BP levels of different subperiods within the 24 h increased ([@B65]).

Evidence from longitudinal and observational studies has indicated that short-term BPV within the 24 h may have a nonmarginal contribution to CV risk. By using either intra-arterial or noninvasive BP monitoring, several studies have indeed shown that cardiac, vascular, and renal organ damage for a given 24-h BP mean value is more prevalent and severe as 24-h BPV increases ([@B66],[@B87]--[@B92]) ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![*A*: Short-term BPV and subclinical organ damage (cross-sectional study). Rate and severity of target-organ damage in patients with essential hypertension divided into quintiles of increasing 24-h mean intra-arterial BP (MAP). Patients in each group were further classified into two categories according to whether the between-half-hour SD of mean intra-arterial BP was below or above the average variability of the group. Within each group, the two classes had similar 24-h mean intra-arterial BP values. For each class, the severity of target-organ damage was expressed as the average score accounting for both the presence and extent of target-organ damage. The score ranged in each patient from 0 (either no clinical events or electrocardiogram, chest radiograph, fundus, or renal function alterations) to 3 (major alterations on the electrocardiogram, chest radiograph, or fundus plus a clinical event, renal abnormality, or both). For any level of 24-h mean intra-arterial BP, patients in whom 24-h BPV was low had a lower prevalence and severity of target-organ damage than those in whom 24-h BPV was high. *B*: Rate and severity of target-organ damage and left ventricular mass index (LVMI) in the same patients as in *A* after 7.4 years of follow-up. Patients were divided into quartiles of increasing 24-h mean intra-arterial BP. Patients in each group were further classified into two categories according to whether the between-half-hour SD of mean intra-arterial BP was below or above the average variability of the group. Within each group, the two classes had similar 24-h mean intra-arterial BP values. For each class, the severity of target-organ damage was expressed as the average score, as assessed in *A* with the addition of echocardiographic data. BPV (between-half-hour SD of 24-h mean intra-arterial BP) at the initial evaluation was a significant predictor of target-organ damage at follow-up, indicating that the cardiovascular complications of hypertension might depend on the degree of 24-h BPV. Modified with permission from Parati et al. ([@B66]) (*A*) and Frattola et al. (92) (*B*).](S312fig2){#F2}

Most importantly, prospective studies have provided evidence that an initial increase in BPV within the 24 h is an independent predictor of progression of subclinical organ damage (i.e., increased left ventricular mass index or carotid intima-media thickness) ([@B92],[@B93]), CV events ([@B71],[@B72],[@B94]--[@B97]), and CV mortality ([@B71],[@B72],[@B93]--[@B99]). In particular, data from the Pressioni Arteriose Monitorate e Loro Associazioni (PAMELA) study found the risk of CV death not only to be inversely related to day-night DBP fall ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) but also to bear a significant positive relationship with residual short-term diastolic BPV ([@B71]).

![Kaplan-Meier curves for CV mortality in subjects with day-night DBP difference (*A*) and residual variability (*B*) above (black lines) and below (gray lines) the median value of the population. Modified with permission from Mancia et al. ([@B71]).](S312fig3){#F3}

Overall, this evidence supports the concept that the adverse CV consequences of high BP depend not only on mean BP values but also on BPV, which may independently add to CV risk over and above the contribution of elevated mean BP levels. Recent reports of the International Database on Ambulatory BP in relation to Cardiovascular Outcome have confirmed that indices of BPV such as the weighted 24-h BP SD and the average real variability ([@B70]) may predict outcome, but they improve prediction of the composite CV events provided by mean BP levels by only a small percentage ([@B100]). Such analysis, however, is limited by the lack of standardization of BP recordings performed in different countries.

In diabetic patients, the incidence of coronary artery disease has been shown to be significantly greater in patients with increased 24-h systolic BPV (67 vs. 11%; *P* \< 0.0005). Interestingly, nighttime systolic BPV was an independent risk factor for coronary artery disease (odds ratio 3.13 \[[@B82]\]; *P* \< 0.05) ([@B82]).

Day-to-night BP profiles: assessment and prognostic relevance {#s11}
=============================================================

Assessment of day-to-night BP profiles with ABPM. {#s12}
-------------------------------------------------

In addition to providing information on mean BP levels and on relatively fast BP changes during selected subperiods over the 24 h, ABPM also makes possible the identification of slower BP fluctuations occurring between day and night, which are significantly influenced both by the subject's level of activity during daytime and by the sleep/wakefulness cycle. By considering the degree of BP change from awake to sleep, different patterns of circadian BP variation may be identified in relation to nocturnal BP fall and morning BP surge. In the general population, BP falls on average by 10--20% of daytime values during sleep, a phenomenon referred to as dipping. Dippers exhibiting nighttime BP fall \>20% are known as extreme dippers. In some individuals, nocturnal decrease in BP is blunted ("non-dippers," with a fall in nighttime SBP and DBP \<10% of daytime BP but still presenting some reduction compared with awake BP) or even increases (so-called "risers" or "inverted dippers") compared with daytime values ([@B101]).

Prognostic relevance of alterations in day-to-night BP changes. {#s13}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The relevance of alterations in circadian BP profiles for CV prognosis has been explored in several studies. Subjects in whom nocturnal BP reduction is blunted have been reported to have a greater prevalence of subclinical organ damage ([@B93],[@B102]) and increased risk of CV events ([@B103]) and mortality ([@B28],[@B104]). The risk of CV events is even higher for patients in whom BP increases rather than decreases at night ([@B104],[@B105]) while the predictive relevance of extreme dipping remains controversial ([@B104]). Remarkably, nondipping profile of BP is frequently accompanied by increased nocturnal mean BP levels (i.e., nighttime BP \>125/75 mmHg) ([@B101]). However, whether it is the reduction in nocturnal BP dipping or the increase in absolute level of average BP at night that really matters is an issue still under investigation ([@B28],[@B47]). In addition, evidence is also available that an increased morning BP surge is associated with a higher incidence of CV events and mortality ([@B94],[@B95],[@B103],[@B106]). However, the actual prognostic value of morning BP surge is still a matter of debate due, on one hand, to the difficulties in identifying the most reliable method for defining and assessing this parameter and on the other hand, to the significant correlation between two features of the 24-h BP profile with contradictory prognostic significance: the degree of morning BP surge (a potentially risky phenomenon) and the degree of BP fall at night (a potentially protective phenomenon)---a correlation that makes the clinical interpretation of the degree of morning BP surge more difficult. Indeed, the adverse prognostic impact of a blunted or inverted nighttime BP fall (which is associated with a blunted morning BP surge as well) seems difficult to reconcile with the hypothesis that an excessive morning BP surge is also predictive of a worse outcome. A recent large cohort study in hypertensive patients showed that a blunted day-night BP dip but not an increased morning BP surge was the key predictor of CV outcomes, probably because of the superior reproducibility of nocturnal BP compared with early-morning BP surge ([@B107]). When focusing on a diabetic population, several studies have indicated that a nondipping profile and in particular a rising night BP pattern may be of relevance for CV prediction. In either type 1 ([@B102],[@B108]) or type 2 ([@B109]--[@B112]) diabetic subjects, several studies have indicated that elevated SBP during nighttime sleep may precede development of renal damage (assessed trough microalbuminuria) and contribute to progression of renal damage when nephropathy is already present. Evidence has also been provided that a nondipping pattern of BP is associated with an increased mortality rate, regardless of diabetes type ([@B113]). Of note, the combination of nondipping and subsequent renal impairment was shown to be associated with the highest mortality rate ([@B113]). However, other studies in type 2 diabetic subjects have found mean nighttime SBP to be a stronger predictor of organ damage and fatal and nonfatal vascular events than the nondipping pattern in nocturnal SBP ([@B114]).

Long-term BPV {#s14}
=============

BP has been shown to exhibit important variations not only in the short term but also over more prolonged periods of time (i.e., day-by-day, visit-to-visit, or seasonal BP variations). Although these long-term BP variations have been shown to be a reproducible and not a random phenomenon ([@B115]), evidence is limited about the factors responsible for BP changes between visits spaced by weeks, months, or years in observational studies and clinical trials ([@B116]--[@B118]). Long-term BPV might not entirely consist of spontaneous BP variations or reflect the same physiological CV control mechanisms of short-term BP fluctuations, but it may also be the result of imperfect stability of BP control in treated subjects (in particular, visit-to-visit BP variations during follow-up), or additionally, it might reflect the inconstant accuracy of OBP readings ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B119]). Thus, factors influencing the degree of BP control (i.e., patient's adherence to treatment and proper dosing/titration of antihypertensive treatment) or errors in BP measurement may in due course influence day-by-day but especially visit-to-visit BPV. In particular, patients' poor compliance with antihypertensive treatment may influence long-term BPV, as dose omission or delay in drug intake during the follow-up period may also contribute to an increased day-by-day and visit-to-visit BPV.

Assessment of day-by-day BPV. {#s15}
-----------------------------

In the time line of BPV, day-by-day BPV finds its position somewhere between short-term BPV (i.e., within the 24 h) and visit-to-visit BPV (i.e., within weeks, months, or years). Measures of this particular type of BPV can be obtained by means of ABPM performed over consecutive days (i.e., over 48 h) or, more easily, by means of home BP measurements performed by patients over subsequent days in fairly standardized conditions. Although HBPM may not provide the same extensive information on 24-h BP patterns as ABPM does, it may provide information on BP changes over a longer but still relatively short time (several days), when both subjects' physiological characteristics and treatment regimen remain stable. Thus, HBPM appears more appropriate for the long-term assessment of BPV and BP control than repeated office or ABP measurements.

Prognostic significance of day-by-day BPV. {#s16}
------------------------------------------

Recent studies exploring the prognostic role of BPV identified by HBPM have indicated that an increased day-by-day variability in home BP values is associated with a higher prevalence and severity of cardiac, vascular, and renal organ damage ([@B120]) and with an increased risk of fatal and nonfatal CV events ([@B121],[@B122]). A recent cross-sectional analysis in a population of never-treated hypertensive patients showed an increased day-by-day home systolic BPV to be associated with the severity of cardiac (i.e., left ventricular mass index), macrovascular (i.e., increased carotid intima-media thickness), and microvascular (i.e., urinary albumin-to-creatinine ratio) organ damage regardless of the mean home BP level, suggesting that home systolic BPV may add to prediction of hypertensive subclinical organ damage over and above mean home SBP ([@B120]). When it comes to prediction of major CV events, the Ohasama study provided the first evidence that an increased day-by-day systolic home BPV is associated with an increased risk of a composite of cardiac and stroke mortality, but only with a significant risk of stroke mortality, when the components of the main end point were independently considered ([@B121]). More recently, evidence on the prognostic value of day-by-day home BPV was provided in a cohort of adults from the general population in the frame of the Finn-Home Study ([@B122]) showing increasing levels of day-by-day home BPV to be associated with a higher risk of CV events even after adjustments for age and mean home BP level. The prognostic role of day-by-day BPV is also supported by the demonstration by Matsui et al. ([@B120]) that the maximum value of HBP over a given monitoring time is a significant predictor of events in a population of elderly hypertensive patients.

The prognostic role of day-by-day home-measured BPV in predicting development/progression of nephropathy in type 2 diabetic patients has also been explored in several studies ([@B123],[@B124]). In a large cohort of Japanese subjects with type 2 diabetes, increasing values of day-by-day variability in home systolic BP (assessed through the coefficient of variation of BP measures performed over 14 consecutive days) were positively correlated with urinary albumin excretion (UAE) and associated with an increased risk of macroalbuminuria (UAE ≥300 mg ⋅ g^−1^ creatinine). Remarkably, after adjustment for common confounders and mean BP levels, CVs of morning SBP, morning DBP, and evening SBP remained independent predictors for UAE and were associated with a significant risk for macroalbuminuria of 1.35 (*P* \< 0.05), 1.29 (*P* \< 0.05), and 1.44 (*P* \< 0.05), respectively.

Assessment of visit-to-visit BPV. {#s17}
---------------------------------

In clinical practice, obtaining BP measurements over a consistent number of visits to achieve a meaningful estimate of visit-to-visit BPV is usually difficult. Moreover, OBP readings obtained in the clinic may not provide information on BP during subjects' usual activities and over a long period of time, being thus unable to offer a representative evaluation of patients' actual BP burden. OBP is thus an imperfect indicator of BP control and is far from being an ideal means to assess visit-to-visit BPV. On the other hand, it has been shown that in treated hypertensive patients the reproducibility of 24-h ABP is clearly higher than that of isolated OBP readings ([@B125]). This is in part due to the fact that OBP can be altered by several environmental stimuli and by the alert reaction generated by the doctor's or nurse's visit, which have no effect on 24-h mean BP values. However, despite the relevant and extensive information on BP levels within the 24 h provided by ABPM, it can neither be repeated frequently nor routinely applied to assess visit-to-visit BPV. Although measures performed by patients at home using HBPM may not provide information on 24-h BP profiles, they seem to be an appropriate alternative approach for the assessment of long-term BPV ([@B126]).

Prognostic relevance of visit-to-visit BPV. {#s18}
-------------------------------------------

Recent studies have shown increasing values of visit-to-visit BPV to be associated with a higher prevalence and incidence of cardiac (i.e., diastolic dysfunction) ([@B127]), macrovascular (i.e., increased intima-media thickness and stiffness) ([@B128]), microvascular (i.e., development of micro- and macroalbuminuria and renal vascular atherosclerosis) ([@B129],[@B130]), and cerebral (i.e., white matter hyperintensity volume and presence of brain infarctions) ([@B131]) organ damage as well as with endothelial dysfunction ([@B132]).

Longitudinal studies and post hoc analyses of clinical trials in hypertension have found increasing values of intraindividual visit-to-visit variability in conventional office or ABP (as assessed by the SD or the coefficient of variation of the average in-treatment BP) to be predictive of cerebrovascular ([@B116],[@B133]--[@B135]) and coronary fatal and nonfatal events ([@B134]--[@B137]) and of all-cause mortality ([@B117]) independently of mean office or ABP values. In some analyses, the predictive value of intraindividual visit-to-visit BPV has been shown to be even higher than that of average BP during treatment, suggesting that the protective effect of antihypertensive treatment depends not only on the magnitude of the achieved mean BP reduction but also on the consistency of BP reduction (i.e., the stability of the on-treatment BP control over the long term). This has been supported by results of the International Verapamil-Trandolapril (INVEST) Study conducted in a hypertensive population at high CV risk (i.e., all of whom had a history of coronary disease). In this study, the incidence of fatal and nonfatal CV events, but in particular of stroke, showed a steep reduction as the percentage of on-treatment visits with BP controlled (i.e., BP \<140/90 mmHg) increased throughout the treatment period independently of the achieved control of mean clinic BP ([@B118]) ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Hazard ratio (HR) of myocardial infarction (MI) or stroke according to the percentage of visits with BP \<140/90 mmHg. The group in which this occurred in \<25% of the visits was taken as reference. Data were adjusted for differences in baseline demographic data, BP, and CV risk factors as well as for in-treatment average BP. Reprinted with permission from Mancia et al. ([@B118]).](S312fig4){#F4}

The prognostic relevance of visit-to-visit BPV shown in these studies supports the recommendation of avoiding inconsistent BP control and large BP differences from one visit to another, not only by a proper dosing/titration of antihypertensive treatment, but also by improving patients' adherence to treatment. However, while in treated hypertensive patients at high CV risk an increased visit-to-visit BPV may be prognostically relevant (as shown in the INVEST study), in mildly to moderately treated hypertensive patients, BPV between visits has been shown to make little or no contribution to CV risk prediction over mean BP levels ([@B125]).

A post hoc analysis of the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) investigated whether mean BP values and annual visit-to-visit BPV (as assessed through SD of SBP and DBP) might influence the development of microvascular complications in initially normotensive type 1 diabetic patients. Overall, mean SBP and SD of SBP were related to an increased risk of development/progression of nephropathy with an odds ratio for albuminuria of 1.005 (95% CI 1.002--1.008, *P* \< 0.001) and 1.093 (1.069--1.117, *P* \< 0.001), respectively, for each 1 mmHg change. Visit-to-visit variability in SBP remained a significant predictor of albuminuria even after adjustment for mean BP levels, independently adding to mean BP in predicting the risk of nephropathy ([@B129]).

Evidence has also been provided in type 2 diabetic patients that an increase in BPV may add to mean BP values in predicting outcome as shown in a large cohort of type 2 diabetic patients in whom BP levels were measured at every visit over a year. Increasing values of visit-to-visit systolic BPV (as assessed through coefficient of variation) were directly correlated with UAE and with arterial stiffness (assessed through pulse wave velocity) and inversely correlated with ankle-brachial index (an indirect marker of atherosclerosis) ([@B138]).

Potential implications of short-term BPV for hypertension management {#s19}
====================================================================

Although it has been suggested that in order to optimize CV protection in hypertensive patients, antihypertensive treatment should be targeted at stabilizing BPV in addition to reducing absolute BP values, most controlled trials using different antihypertensive drug classes as an active regimen have strongly supported the preponderant role of mean BP reduction in achieving CV protection ([@B7]). At present, the only evidence that modulation of 24-h BPV with antihypertensive treatment may be beneficial in terms of CV protection comes from studies making use of the smoothness index (i.e., the ratio between the average of the 24-h BP changes induced by a given medication and its SD) in assessing the distribution of BP reduction by treatment ([@B67],[@B139]). This index has been shown to be related to drug-induced regression of target-organ damage at cardiac level (i.e., left ventricular mass index) ([@B67]) as well as to drug-induced reduction in the progression of changes in carotid artery wall thickness, partially independent of basal mean BP values ([@B139]).

Evidence is available that some classes of oral antidiabetes drugs (i.e., thiazolidinediones), may not only have a beneficial effect on 24-h BP levels but also improve day-night BP profile in diabetic subjects ([@B140],[@B141]). Although several studies in diabetic patients have shown the efficacy of different antihypertensive drug classes in controlling BP levels over the 24 h ([@B142],[@B143]), no significant impact on day-night BP profiles has been evident in these studies. However, some studies in type 2 diabetic subjects have shown that treatment with long-acting calcium antagonist (i.e., lacidipine) is effective in reducing not only mean ABP values during the 24 h, daytime, and nighttime but also the respective BPVs expressed as SD and coefficient of variation. Interestingly, reductions in BPV in these studies were accompanied by an improvement of baroreflex sensitivity, suggesting a plausible mechanism for the effects of antihypertensive treatment in stabilizing BP variation ([@B144]).

More recently, a study in type 2 diabetic patients explored whether treatment with an angiotensin II type 1 receptor blocker could improve ambulatory short-term BPV in hypertensive patients with diabetic nephropathy. After 12 weeks of treatment, 24-h, daytime, and nighttime short-term BPV (as assessed through calculation of the coefficient of variation) was significantly decreased by treatment. Interestingly, these reductions in BPV were accompanied by significant reductions in urinary protein excretion, brachial-ankle pulse wave velocity, and indices of autonomic CV modulation (i.e., low frequency--to--high frequency ratio, an index of sympathovagal balance) suggesting potential mechanisms for the beneficial effects of angiotensin receptor blockade on diabetic nephropathy ([@B145]).

Potential implications of long-term BPV for hypertension management {#s20}
===================================================================

When it comes to reducing BPV in the long term, recent post hoc analyses performed on the basis of the data of the Anglo-Scandinavian Cardiac Outcome Trial (ASCOT) and the Medical Research Council Trial of Treatment of Hypertension in Older Adults (MRC-elderly) have reported that intraindividual visit-to-visit BPV (i.e., variability of an individual's BP from visit to visit) may be differentially affected by antihypertensive drug classes and that these differences might explain the variable effects of BP-lowering drugs in preventing outcome, with calcium channel blocker scoring best ([@B134]). However, contrasting results were observed in a post hoc analysis of the European Lacidipine Study on Atherosclerosis (ELSA), in mild-to-moderate hypertensive patients, where no substantial differences between a β-blocker and a calcium antagonist in relation to intraindividual visit-to-visit BPV were observed ([@B125]). Indeed, when the pooled data of this study were analyzed, carotid intima-media thickness and CV outcomes were related to the mean clinic or ambulatory SBP achieved by treatment but not to on-treatment visit-to-visit clinic or 24-h BPV ([@B146]). Meta-analyses extended to a larger number of trials using the post hoc approach showed that differences between classes of antihypertensive drugs in their effectiveness in preventing stroke despite no or little difference in mean BP might be due to differential class effects on interindividual BPV (i.e., between-patient dispersion of mean BP values during treatment) ([@B147]). However, a major limitation of interindividual BPV (or group BPV) is that it represents the effect of BP treatment in a group of patients and cannot accurately reflect variations in BP values from visit to visit in individual subjects. Based on the prognostic relevance of visit-to-visit BPV, one could infer that consistency of BP control represents an additional important goal of antihypertensive treatment ([@B118]). However, it should be considered that most evidence on visit-to-visit BPV in relation to progression of organ damage or incidence of CV events has been obtained from post hoc analyses of trial data and based on comparisons between nonrandomized groups, which may have introduced a large number of potential confounders, thus undermining the study conclusions.

Conclusions {#s21}
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Evidence from observational and interventional studies has indicated that the risk of CV morbidity and mortality has a strong and continuous relationship with mean BP levels ([@B3],[@B4]) and that lowering BP levels confers significant CV protection regardless of the drug class used ([@B7],[@B148]). Out-of-office BP levels measured either with ABPM or with HBPM have been shown to be even better predictors of outcomes compared with OBP and may also allow identification of masked hypertension, a condition that needs to be properly treated, as it bears an adverse CV prognosis similar to that of sustained hypertension. ABPM in diabetic subjects may be a powerful tool for a better stratification of the CV risk related to elevated BP, which in turn is a substantial contributor to CV morbidity and mortality in diabetes. Moreover, ABPM may also be helpful in detecting alterations in autonomic control of the CV system, reflected by the absence of nocturnal BP fall or by a reduced 24-h heart rate variability and an increased 24-h BPV. Despite the large body of evidence supporting the preponderant role of average BP values in determining the CV risk associated with high BP levels, the extent of fluctuations of BP over time may provide additional, independent prognostic information. Evidence supporting this concept has been provided by several studies showing that not only elevation in average BP levels but also an increased BPV (either in the short term or in the long term) may independently add to CV risk prediction over and above the contribution of elevated mean BP levels. Although it has been suggested that in order to achieve the highest CV protection in hypertensive patients antihypertensive treatment should be targeted at normalizing 24-h BPV in addition to reducing absolute 24-h BP levels, evidence is still limited regarding the targets of BPV to achieve with antihypertensive treatment. Because 24-h ABPM has not been routinely used in large-scale trials on antihypertensive treatment, the protective effect of treatment-induced changes in 24-h BPV with respect to the concomitant changes in mean BP levels still needs to be properly documented. When it comes to long-term BPV, recent meta-analyses of clinical trials on hypertension have shown an increased visit-to-visit BPV or lack of BP control at any given visit to be associated with an adverse CV prognosis. These data suggest that smoothing control of BP levels not only throughout the 24 h but also in the long-term follow-up of hypertensive patients may be important for optimizing CV protection. However, before being recommended as a target for antihypertensive treatment in daily clinical practice, further prospective outcome studies should be conducted to support that a treatment-induced reduction in BPV is accompanied by a corresponding reduction in CV risk over and above that already achieved by reducing mean BP levels.
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